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Light of Truth, fight with the Sword of the Tongue

BD 5824 received 10.12.1953

Light of truth ....
Lamps without oil ....
Used garment ....

Your work is to illuminate, to carry light into the darkness of night, for you
are surrounded by darkness where no light has been ignited as yet. It is night
wherever pure truth is not to be found, where people live in error, where they
have not yet correctly informed on the spiritual level .... It is night where the
human being’s spirit has not yet awakened to life, which alone ignites the light
in his heart .... Whatever spiritual knowledge you humans receive will remain
worthless to you as long as you don’t live a life of love, for it will just remain
dead knowledge .... But if you look around, you will not be able to find many
loving people and therefore not much light either, since love radiates the light in
the first place, since the knowledge only comes alive when it has been brought
to life by love ....

Wherever love is taught My fundamental law is proclaimed, and there is also
truth .... There are the true representatives of Christ and they speak in My spirit
.... Whether they succeed that their listeners will fulfil the commandments of
love is up to the latter themselves, but the human being’s state of maturity
and thus also his spiritual enlightenment, the complete realisation, the person’s
inner illumination, solely depends on his fulfilment of the commandments of
love for Me and his fellow human being .... The fulfilment of the commandments
of love requires a way of life in accordance with My will, a moving within My
eternal order, thus a change from evil into good .... This alone is My will, and
My true representatives on earth shall motivate people to do so, this alone is the
vineyard work which shall be carried out by My servants, to inform the human
being that he can only become perfect through a life of love, that only love can
establish the union with Me.

Consequently, anything that is presented to people as My Gospel should only
aim to achieve ennobling the human being, transforming him to love, then My
servants on earth will carry out true vineyard work .... But why is there so little
light on earth, since My Gospel is proclaimed all over the world after all? .... Or
is more importance placed on ceremonies than on proclaiming My Gospel? ....
Is the proclamation of the divine teaching of love treated as less significant in
order to give priority to other doctrines instead? And are people paying more
attention to these additional teachings and commandments than to My teaching
of love?

Think about these questions seriously and draw the right conclusions from them
.... If I make the fulfilment of My commandments of love dependent on spiritual
maturing, if spiritual aspiration reduces or even negates earthly adversity, but if
you can observe more earthly hardship than ever in the world, then the spiritual
progress must also leave much to be desired and thus it follows that people also
neglect what I repeatedly tell them is the most essential requirement: to practise
love .... And thus the Gospel of love is not being preached to people emphatically
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enough either .... Consequently, there must be too few true representatives of
My teaching of love, too few faithful servants on earth of service to Me, even
though they all believe to speak on behalf of My name ....
There is too much pretence and too little truth, and death can also be found
where I should be proclaimed and where it is believed that I Am proclaimed,
nothing is alive anymore but traditional appearance, a mere reflection of what
once shone brightly in utmost vitality .... That is why there is no more life
amongst people either, no realisation, no truth and no spiritual progress ....
all that is left is a used garment which serves no more purpose, but which is
kept in exaggerated esteem .... They are lamps without oil, falsely presented to
people as sources of light but are unable to emit even the slightest ray of light.
Hence there is darkness everywhere, there is spiritual night all around, and only
very rarely tiny lights flare up, only very rarely will a true representative of My
kingdom gain access into the darkness with his light .... Yet their light will shine
brightly, they will be able to offer clarification and bring the truth .... the light of
realisation, which will beneficially affect everyone who is looking for light ....

Amen

BD 5627 received 15.03.1953

Fight with the sword of the tongue ....
Truth ....

Take up the fight against everything that is spiritually opposed to you, fight with
the sword of the tongue, for it is a holy battle .... you are fighters for Me and
My kingdom. And whatever is spiritually opposed to you when you represent
Me and My Word before the world is directed against Me. My pure Gospel
shall be proclaimed to people, this is why I sent My disciples into the world
to teach all nations .... Only through the pure Gospel, only through the truth,
were they able to acquire the kingdom of God, for the truth proclaimed Me and
showed the path to Me. As soon as the truth gets distorted the path to Me also
gets uneven, I can no longer be properly recognised and people’s goal becomes
indistinct and will not longer be aspired to .... If the path to eternal life shall
be shown to people again, then the truth must pave the way to it first, people
must be able to clearly and distinctly recognise Me, only then will they strive
towards the right goal again, they will be able to reach Me and attain beatitude
and everlasting life ....
I Myself Am the way, the truth and the life .... And you, whom I have chosen and
educated as My disciples in the last days, you know the truth, you have received
it from Me Myself, and you also know how dangerous error and lies are and
how much spiritual adversity people suffer who are not instructed in the truth.
This is why error and lies are My great enemy and also yours who live within the
truth. And this is the enemy you shall fight .... Time and again I give you this
task that you shall argue for Me and My teaching, that you shall fight with the
sword of your tongue. Although you will find many enemies who will support
their wrong doctrine with conviction, yet you will also be able to counter their
misguided teachings with the pure truth and win every time, providing they
are not obvious followers of the prince of darkness and don’t really want light
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and truth, that they don’t fight for what they had accepted as right but only for
themselves and their power.
Your sword will truly be razor-sharp, for you will be able to refute everything
that is wrong, the Words will be put into your mouth, My spirit will guide you,
thus I Myself will be at your side as your commander-in-chief and the truth
will be victorious indeed but can also cost the enemy many victims who would
rather perish than abandon their error as not to lose their power. They are not
interested in the pure truth; instead, as My adversary’s representatives they
rather aim to darken the light with which they are confronted. Consequently
they will be the victims of this battle which, however, has to be fought out at the
end of this time, for the prince of darkness will finally declare war on Me, he
will try to dethrone Me with lies and defamation. And then you shall face up to
him, I want to speak through you to those who are controlled by My adversary,
and I also still want to show them the path which leads to the goal, to eternal
life which, however, can only be taken by means of the truth ....

Amen

BD 8832 received 19.07.1964

The task of fighting misguided teachings ....

It is your task to counteract misguided teachings, and I Am giving you the
proclamations in a way that they are clearly understandable to everyone so that
they recognise for themselves the absurdity of what has been presented to them,
as long as they are willing. I Am concerned for those who have slight doubts
already and want to convey the truth to them.
But those who do not want to let go of their church can be given the purest
truth and will not recognise it because they have no desire for truth. Even so, it
is good if they get to know your opinion that nothing will benefit their soul’s
maturity if it is not based on the principle of love. And while you still have the
freedom of speech you should use it and speak quite openly .... you should voice
your opinion about wrong teachings and always know that I Am the Giver (of
truth) Myself, that you work with My knowledge which gives you every right to
support it. For you work with a gift from above which already has the inherent
strength to bestow realisation on a person who does not resist it, even if you
only succeed in informing a person of the error, for the knowledge of it can still
stimulate doubts. For once their belief is shaken much will have been gained
already.
Pure truth gives brightest illumination to someone who seriously desires it ....
but only to him; and he will not reject these explanations either, and thus I
intend to help those who are receptive to it. And there are many who are not
content with the traditional spiritual knowledge they are being offered but who
are aware of a Deity Who gave them life and Who also takes care that people
will reach the goal set for them during earthly life .... who also know that there
can only be one truth and that this must therefore come forth from the One
Who is the Eternal Truth Itself. As soon as they realise this it will be easy to
convey the information to them for they won’t resist long in accepting it because
they will recognise that it originates from the relevant Authority. Hence you
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should frankly expose every error since it cannot lead people to beatitude; on
the contrary, nothing good can come from it because .... if the opportunity were
offered to them .... they would reject the pure truth. Consequently, what you
receive from Me is intended for distribution but how and in what form you
offer the spiritual knowledge shall be left up to you since every person reacts
differently, yet whatever you do in order to guide people into truth will be
blessed by Me ....

Amen

BD 5764 received 08.09.1953

Ignorant and misguided people’s attitude regarding truth ....

It is difficult to enlighten people as long as they are convinced that they know the
truth. A completely uninformed person will gladly accept knowledge offered to
him, and if it appears to enlighten him it will make him happy. But someone who
believes to know the truth is difficult to convince that he is thinking incorrectly,
and it is even more difficult to convey different spiritual information to him,
because he holds on to the former and is only receptive for other knowledge
when he begins to doubt. And thus, you can always identify amongst you fellow
human beings those who are completely without faith and live a purely earthly
life, and those who deem themselves religious, they even eagerly support their
faith and yet they are defending something that is far from the truth.
The former are in the majority and, due to their total unbelief, in dire straights
because they don’t look for contact with the world which is their home as well
as their goal, whereas the believers still occupy themselves with spiritual issues
despite wrong teachings and misguided views which only need to be rectified,
and they will often be offered the opportunity for this on earth as well as in the
beyond, yet the direction of their thoughts is always determined by their free
will. But complete unbelievers should be offered spiritual information, they
should be motivated to reflect on it, the reality of the spiritual world should
first be made plausible to them, and they can also be won over if the spiritual
knowledge is presented to them intelligently.
The more a person has distanced himself from ecclesiastical belief, the more
difficult it is to introduce him to church doctrines, even if they correspond to the
truth .... Yet somehow every person can be approached, it just requires extensive
knowledge to win such people, which in the end nevertheless leads to where God
can be found .... These people must learn to believe by way of deliberation, and
then they will attain a profoundly living faith if they seriously want the truth.
For their unbelief need not always demonstrate their complete remoteness from
God .... They might have been pushed into unbelief on account of misguided
teachings which their intellect refused to accept and which resulted in their
rejection of everything .... And these people must be helped again by their
intellect to recognise the truth, then they will become convinced supporters of
the truth themselves and remain firm in their conviction ....
Heart and intellect must be able to accept spiritual concepts, for the truth, which
originates from God, can also stand up to all intellectual scrutiny and does not
only demand blind faith .... whereas misguided spiritual concepts, misguided
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religious doctrines, will not withstand a serious examination by the intellect
and therefore blind faith is demanded for these teachings, which is never God’s
will .... It is much easier for the sceptic to arrive at the truth than for those people
who don’t want the truth because they believe to possess it .... who do not use
their intellect but accept everything without investigating its origin ....

Amen

BD 8238 received 12.08.1962

Ecclesiastical organisation ....

There is still a lot I have to tell you since much error has yet to be eliminated if
you humans want to live in truth. But My spirit can only work to a limited extent,
to the extent which corresponds to your state of maturity. In order to absorb
knowledge which is as yet entirely unfamiliar to you, the recipient’s surrender
to Me has to be so heartfelt that My spirit can flow into him unimpeded. You
humans will ask why I allowed such considerable distortion of the truth which
originated from Me to result in this great spiritual darkness of humanity. In
reply to this I must repeat that man’s free will resists any limitation if he belongs
to My adversary whose will he fulfils on earth. Since it is My adversary’s sole
objective to prevent people on earth from recognising their God and Creator ....
since he is only interested in extinguishing or darkening every light from Me,
and since he has the same right to influence the human being’s will, the truth
will always be contaminated again. Because the adversary wants to distort My
image, he wants to portray Me to people such that they shall not feel love for
Me, and in order to achieve this he will use any means.
After I had accomplished My act of Salvation on earth, My pure Gospel was
spread across the world by My disciples ....
They had received the truth from Me in its purest form and passed it on equally
pure, since they were filled by My spirit. However, people’s nature varied, their
souls were still burdened by the original sin, and they were still a part of My
adversary although he could not force them to surrender to him completely.
But the hereditary evils .... arrogance and thirst for power .... were still present
in them to a substantial extent. And these were used by him to influence them
and to sow the seeds of discord even among the followers of My teaching, of
the pure Gospel. And a few people became particularly prominent and founded
organisations of their own accord, promoted themselves to administrators and
thus developed an establishment with many earthly and worldly interests. And
thus My adversary, whose greatest objective was to undermine the truth of the
Gospel, already played his part ....
Hence the light grew consistently dimmer and adverse influence established
different teachings which were not recognised as misguided teachings, but
were ardently defended as allegedly having been conveyed by Me to these
administrators, who subsequently also demanded faith in them by the members
of that organisation, which became extremely powerful in due course .... Every
human being could and should have realised that an organization with people
who want to dominate could never have been built by Me because I taught
‘service with love ....’, whereas the adversary’s action promotes thirst for power
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and hunger for dominance .... And every person can still form his own opinion
today as to where these characteristics can still be clearly detected. However, he
has free will ....

If I had used My power to destroy such organisations it would have interfered
with the human being’s free will, because the final maturing of the soul during
earthly life has to be an act of complete free will if the person is to achieve
perfection. My adversary has certainly erected a work of deception which has
caused much harm to people’s souls, but I gave the human being intellect and
provided him with blessings in abundance .... I gave him the blessing of prayer
and have come so close to people that they could call to Me in prayer. And if only
they had prayed for receiving the truth and protection from error .... truly, their
spirit would have become enlightened, and they could not have been deceived
by lies and error .... Every person should think carefully, because for this reason
he has intellect; if he fails to do so it is his own fault that he is far removed from
the truth, that he has allowed himself to be captivated by misguided teachings
.... Because every human being is My living creation intended to reach maturity
on earth. I long for his return to Me and will truly provide him with every
opportunity to do so, but he has to use these opportunities of his own free will.
For I do not force this free will but My adversary cannot force it either ....

In view of this you will also understand that I will repeatedly ensure that the
pure truth is conveyed to people, that I will expose misguided teachings, prove
them to be wrong and denounce them, so that it certainly will be possible for
the truly willing human being to live in truth. But he also will have to make
every effort to free himself from the structure of lies erected by the one who
will always attempt to increase the darkness on earth and employ every possible
means to extinguish the light. However, it is difficult for the truth to penetrate
because people’s thinking is already so distorted that it cannot free itself from
traditional spiritual knowledge and thus every bearer of light commissioned by
Me to spread My light will come under attack .... But there cannot be clarity
as long as people are not given a full explanation, and people will continue to
fight each other as long as they do not approach Me with the genuine desire for
truth. Not until then will they receive light and subsequently try to disassociate
themselves from spiritual knowledge which they had upheld as truth but which
had emerged from the adversary, who is an enemy of truth because he is in
hostile opposition to Me Myself ....

Amen
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BD 6402 received 15.11.1955

Church buildings? ....

It does not correspond to My will that ostentatious and splendid buildings get
erected for Me at a time when it is particularly important for people to look
within themselves and not towards things which still belong to the world and
which do not encourage striving for My kingdom with its magnificence and
glory .... Everything that captivates your eyes or appeals to your senses prevents
you from introspection, from the contemplation of your inner self, which is so
essential for you because the end is not far .... Time and again I have to remind
you that ‘My kingdom is not of this world ....’ Why do you think that you
must honour Me with magnificent buildings, why do you always externalise
everything instead of working on improving your souls more eagerly? .... You
humans still don’t understand that I cannot be found where you want to place
Me .... You all have the means to let Me be present within you .... You have the
place within yourselves where I want to be. I Am as close to each one of you
as you would like Me to be, and each one of you has the power to draw Me to
himself by simply fulfilling My only request of shaping his heart into love .... For
‘whoever remains in love remains in Me and I in him ....’ Only love guarantees
you My presence .... but I can never be where you look for Me if your heart is
not burning with love. And therefore it is foolish for you to want to build houses
for Me which serve no other purpose than to periodically assemble people who
live according to wrong concepts ....
Those who want to speak to Me can do so in their hearts and wherever they
are .... they truly need no assembly halls which so appeal to the eye that they
make all deep reflection impossible .... Wherever My Word is imparted to you,
wherever you can hear sermons which your heart longs for, that is where I Am
and that is where I Myself speak through the proclaimer of My Word to people
who want to listen Me .... To hear My Word is the only important thing for you
humans who are so close to the end and yet still so infinitely far away from Me
.... Only what is suitable to awaken the soul from its sleep meets My approval
and My blessing. But how can your soul awaken to life through external events,
through worldly pomp and splendour, through constant feasts for your eyes and
ears .... through everything that affects a person’s external senses but cannot give
life to the soul .... It can only wake up and heal through love, and thus love must
take precedence over all other things .... Love must be preached and practised,
and you will always have the opportunity for that. A soul which receives the
kind of love that inspires reciprocated love can find God much sooner ....
Do good to your neighbour, ease his burden, try to help in every possible way ....
care for and give to your fellow human being what he spiritually and earthly is
in need of .... but don’t erect dead structures whose production does not comply
with My will, especially since the physical hardship on earth is so great that it
would be far more pleasing to Me if you would lessen this adversity .... What
good do you think you are doing to Me? All the riches in the world belong to
Me, but they urgently need to be released from My adversary’s bondage. You,
however, banish them even more firmly, you want to erect buildings which
shall last forever, and you believe that thereby you honour Me? If My love
had no mercy with this unredeemed spiritual substance as well, its suffering
would be inconceivably prolonged by people’s will who have so far failed to
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grasp the meaning of life but who deem themselves their fellow human beings’
spiritual leaders .... You are close to the end and therefore My Words sound
particularly admonishing and warningly, since you, who support or recommend
this, contribute towards the fact that countless souls continue their sleep of death
from which they can only be aroused by My living Word which teaches love ....
Love shall be preached and practised .... and you all know where activity of love
is necessary, for you see hardship and misery all around you which first has to
be remedied before I can bless your actions ....

Amen

BD 4519 received 21.12.1948

Tabernacle ....

You should understand that I cannot abide in a limited, specially designed
vessel, in earthly matter, in certain places at certain times, but that I Am
wherever a heart has developed love. Only a loving heart can claim to harbour
Me, to be blessed by My presence, for My fundamental substance is love and
thus I can only be where love manifests itself.
But a material vessel can never be the holder of My eternal spirit .... This
assumption is only the result of thoughts by spiritually blind people who have
the wrong idea of My Being, which indeed permeates infinity and is thus
omnipresent but it will never be contained in a limited vessel, as people are
being taught. What is humanity thinking of the eternal Deity .... This belief
demonstrates spiritual poverty and how far people are kept from the truth by
misinformed teachers ....
How can a spirit that controls infinity make its abode within a material form,
which .... as the spiritually awakened person will know .... contains spiritual
substance that is still on a very low level of development .... When I credit a
person’s heart with My presence then I Am contacting the spiritual essence in
its final stage of development, I Am effectively permeating the soul, the human
being’s spirit, with the strength of My love, the expression of Myself .... And
the influx of strength increases in accordance with the willingness of a person
to love and thus fills the entire heart. Then I Am present in the person Myself; I
will take possession of him just as he in turn will harbour Me within himself in
abundance. Why should I dwell in a vessel which is still dead, which, in fact, is
part of the spiritual essence opposing Me ....
My presence would cause any shape to melt if the strength of My love were to
flow through it, and every thinking person will recognise the absurdity of this
idea and reject such doctrines. However, human beings are very foolish, they
will not let themselves be taught but hold on to what they are told to believe.
They are holding a dead object in excessive veneration, which they themselves
credit with contents supposedly representing the supreme and most venerable
Being. A pure human heart capable of love is the only temple in which I Myself
will dwell, and therefore I need not be sought in particular places at certain
times and in a particular form .... Instead, every human being should prepare
himself to become the vessel I want to occupy. Every human being should shape
his heart into love, then I, the Eternal Love, will take abode in him, then he
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will be able to love and revere Me everywhere and at any time, I will always
be present in him because My spirit will unite with his, because I Am in him
Myself ....

Amen

BD 5571a received 06.01.1953

Formalities, ceremonies ....
True church service ....

Search for the core and take no pleasure in the shell .... I urge you to remember
that no external formality will bring you humans one step forward, that only
your inner life needs to come to life, that only spiritual aspiration will result in
spiritual success. As long as you still value formalities, as long as you still allow
yourselves to be captivated by ceremonies, you are still not looking inwardly,
for as soon as your spiritual eye turns inwards everything outside of you will
seem like a shadow to you. You close your eyes and turn away from external
splendours and ceremonial acts because then you will see the true light in
yourselves which is emanating from Me, which I will ignite in every person who
is truly striving to establish the right bond with Me, who is working to improve
himself .... who genuinely and truly is looking for Me .... I will let Myself be
found by him, and then he will also understand why I want to be called upon
in spirit and in truth .... Just consider that My kingdom is not of this world ....
Consequently, everything of this world is a barrier to the spiritual world, to My
kingdom, where material things no longer exist. Consider that all matter is still
controlled by he who rules the world, and that it is his work which offers you eye
dazzling material brilliance and splendour in order to darken Me inside of you,
in order to keep you from true spiritual endeavour. Consider that he will use
everything which still belongs to him in order to endanger you. Anyone who
genuinely seeks to contact Me should go into his closet and call for Me there,
i.e. he should withdraw into silence and turn his thoughts inwards, and he will
surely find Me. But a person will hardly be able to collect his thoughts where
the world confronts him so visibly, where his eyes can only ever behold without
true inner prayer ....

I cannot be found where I Am proclaimed in a manner which is mere idolatry,
because homage is being paid to the idol which is still animating matter .... My
kingdom is not of this world .... My Words are so clear and everyone should
be able to understand them, and anyone who sincerely strives for Me and My
kingdom will understand them too. But you will not find My kingdom in this
world, which still belongs to My adversary .... Let go of all external things if you
want to be of real service to Me, just hold on to My teaching of love, follow it
willingly and you will serve Me in a way that will truly please Me ....
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BD 5571b received 07.01.1953

Formalities, ceremonies ....
True church service ....

In every church where I Am proclaimed you will learn the basic doctrines which
can guide you into eternal bliss. If you only hear them and let them fade away
they will be of little use to you; but if you allow them to penetrate your heart the
seed will be fertilized and grow, soon covering the whole field, your heart, with
abundant vegetation. Life will be awakened in you and Christ’s doctrine, My
Word, which was made known to you, will yield glorious fruit. Your soul will
mature and you will move towards perfection. Therefore every church which
makes My Word accessible to you can help you to achieve maturity. However,
the prerequisite is your acceptance of My Word, and you are offered this Word
when the teaching of Christ is imparted to you, which also informs you of Jesus
Christ, the Son of God and Saviour of the world .... You humans are only able
to achieve beatitude through Jesus Christ, consequently you also have to know
of Him and His act of Salvation. And since you can only gain perfection by
fulfilling His commandments of love, you also need to be instructed in His
doctrine ....
As to where and how this doctrine will be imparted to you is irrelevant, but
it is very important that you receive it. Therefore I will bless everyone who
proclaims My Word, who tries to bring Me closer to people, who bears witness
of Me, Who lived on earth as the man Jesus and brought salvation to humanity.
Thus everything that will help to acquaint people with My suffering and death
on the cross, with My human manifestation and act of Salvation, that will help
to encourage them to follow Jesus, to live a life of selfless love for other people,
is in accordance with My will and blessed by Me, irrespective of which school
of thought aims to achieve this. However, anything exceeding this, anything
not in accordance with My teaching of love, anything which is a burden to
people because it interferes with human free will, anything which contradicts
My simple way of life on earth, anything which was added to My divine
commandments of love at a later time, will incur My displeasure and is not right
for the development of true members of the church, which I Myself established
on earth. Because where love is taught it also has to be applied by the teachers
themselves .... i.e. where there is suffering it should also be alleviated .... And
whoever receives material wealth from Me should also use it in the service of
neighbourly love, he should ease suffering to the best of his ability.
If this first commandment is disregarded, no blessing can be expected either,
even if My teaching of love is proclaimed. For then they are nothing but idle
words which have not yet achieved a change of disposition, thus My Word has
not yet penetrated the heart, the person’s heart has not yet come alive, My
Word will have fallen on stony ground and therefore not be able grow. Nothing
other than a life of love will enable you to acquire an eternal life of bliss, and
My Gospel will only be truthfully proclaimed to people where this doctrine
is preached quite firmly. And the true church service takes place where My
teaching of love is given full expression, which is pleasing to Me and which will
result in inconceivable blessings for you ....

Amen
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BD 8845 received 26.08.1964

Interpretation of the divine Word ....

The ‘Word of God’ has been subjected to many amendments, and it is still
amended, so that My Words were not in vain when I said: I will guide you into
truth .... Because I knew that My Word would not remain unchanged and thus I
promised to send My spirit to those who kept seeking the pure truth and made
it possible that I could reveal Myself to them .... But as far as possible I have
always protected ‘My Word’ from amendments so that the deep significance of
My teachings could be retained ....

Yet My Word was interpreted such that this resulted in misguided teachings ....
which I consistently fight against by conveying the correct explanation to people
.... And hence it will no longer matter whether and to what extent the writers
of the Gospels were commissioned by Me, but solely what you humans have
made of the Words that where written with the best intentions and with the
will to serve Me. Even My scribe John could not prevent that the original text
was changed by people, that the translations were not flawless and therefore
were often interpreted differently. Hence it was possible to give My Words,
which were preserved in the original text, a completely different interpretation,
because they were mainly spoken to My disciples and therefore intended to be
passed on .... but they understood the spiritual meaning of My Word. They did
not convert it into worldly instructions but in the course of time these replaced
the true meaning of My Word ....

Therefore, in view of the many translations that were carried out during this
time, it was not possible to preserve the Gospels in their original form. And if a
spiritually awakened person had pointed out the error as soon as he recognised
it, he would have been sharply denounced as a heretic. Where My adversary
had succeeded in even spoiling the prayer that I Myself had taught you, by
portraying My essence incorrectly without people even noticing it, he has made
good use of their spiritual ignorance and blindness .... And thus even today the
concept of the ‘working of My spirit within the human being’ has not yet been
sufficiently clarified, in as much as My ‘representatives’ on earth are arguing as
to whether the words I spoke to My disciples were meant only for My disciples
or whether they were meant for all people .... thus whether everyone should
heed them.

But I continue to transmit the pure truth to earth, therefore it is of no sig-
nificance whether everything has been preserved unaltered, because I knew
what the amendments would be, and because I kept giving clarification where
necessary .... where the divisions of the churches occurred, which were always
based on differences of opinion .... The division of schools of thought always
happened when My representatives on earth disagreed, when each one believed
to understand My Word correctly and a dispute ensued as a result. They could
not twist My Word but they succeeded in changing its meaning. And thus a
number of fundamental words of Mine were misunderstood, which resulted
in one division after another and finally in the commencement of many sects,
each with their different problems, but with not one of their followers knowing
anything about the ‘working of My Spirit’, or he would have taken the path to
Me for clarification as a matter of course.
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And if I want to bring clarity again and inform people of My will I need to find
a vessel which puts itself at My disposal .... to which I may speak Myself and
through which I tell people how I want My Word to be understood. Because
today the confusion is greater than ever, and every person interprets the Word
for himself as it suits him .... And if humanity is to be given a light it can only
happen by way of inner enlightenment, so that people can be taught by Me
directly, but then they can also convincingly present their knowledge to other
people. But then every question will also be answered and every problem will
be solved, then you will be guided into truth, as I promised you ....

Amen

BD 8769 received 03.03.1964

Which knowledge is ‘patchwork’? ....

You who ought to stand up for Me and My Word shall also be properly
instructed yourselves, you shall learn everything that is needed in order to
be able to teach and answer every question and objection .... And this is not
‘patchwork’ knowledge even if it cannot be offered to you in great detail because
you are unable to grasp the most profound wisdoms, yet you will be guided
into all correlations and enlightened time and again where you are not fully
informed .... Yet always with the reservation that I give to you what you really
need but that I also know which knowledge to withhold from you as it serves no
meaning and purpose for your earthly existence. You humans gladly use empty
phrases when you lack something yourselves rather than making the effort of
appealing to Me for what you are missing. Thus you often use the phrase ‘Your
knowledge is patchy ....’ which is quite true if you look at humankind in general
and even at those who, although they are endowed with a sharp intellect, only
use it to try solving earthly problems. For they will still lack a lot of knowledge
as long as they are not taught by the spirit within themselves .... but where it
concerns the transmission of spiritual knowledge and therefore those who are
commissioned by Me to spread the truth they are sure to be well prepared and
educated for their mission by Me, and then I will also convey to them what they
will need for their office. And then your objection is truly unjustified, for they
will be able to answer all your questions unless you defend an error claiming to
have been taught by Me as well. In that case, however, I will certainly intervene
and give you the right explanation for there is nothing you cannot ask Me to
clarify for you ....

For I want you humans to know the truth, and therefore I will also convey
irrefutable spiritual knowledge to those who shall work for Me and spread the
truth. The objection that the Book of Books does not contain this or that of
the knowledge I present to you is only insofar justified as that it cannot contain
everything since it is accessible to all people but not everyone is receptive or open
to more profound truths, for each individual person’s way of life determines to
what extent he will understand the contents of the Scriptures. And it will always
be the case that the willing and more mature human being draws from the
Scriptures what another person fails to notice due to his unawakened spirit.
And since the Book of the Fathers no longer means what it should to people ....
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My Word .... I once again make Myself heard by those who allow My working
in them and thus also enlighten them about issues which are not mentioned in
this very book but which everyone could learn if he completely accepted My
will in accordance with the Scriptures and lived a life of love. This is why your
knowledge will remain ‘patchwork’ as long as you ignore the latter, just as you
are only readers and not doers of My Word. Until then you will also have to be
content with partial knowledge which you, however, can always increase if you
seriously strive to do so.

For My part you should live in the light and escape the darkness, but light is
truthful knowledge and whatever I give I give without restriction, depending on
your maturity and willingness to receive .... And if I already give this assurance
to everyone who just fulfils My will and lives a life of love, then I will convey
even more extensive knowledge to someone who shall teach his fellow human
beings on My instruction, whom I thus educate for his teaching work Myself.
For a teacher must be able to answer every question he is asked, he must
have an explanation for everything and will also be always correctly guided
in his thinking .... or he would be unable to work on My instruction as My
representative on earth who teaches people on My behalf yet is always using
My spiritual information. For as soon as he teaches he no longer speaks himself
but uses My Words which I put into his mouth. And I Myself can truly not be
described as being ignorant, hence My representative on earth must also receive
his wisdom from Me as soon as He speaks on My behalf .... instead of Myself ....
This alone determines who should be acknowledged as My true representative
on earth .... You will soon be able to see through this, for wherever profound
wisdom is evident the knowledge can only have been imparted to him through
My spirit. But where My spirit works so that I can speak to a person directly it
also guarantees that missional work shall be done, for which I have chosen My
servant Myself and whom I will also place into a position of being able to fulfil
his mission. And that is where you will always be able to find an explanation,
for if you acknowledge him as My representative on earth you approach Me
directly and I can teach you Myself as far as you are receptive to My explanations
....

Amen

BD 8540 received 25.06.1963

The Lord looks after his servants ....

I Am always willing to relieve you of your worldly cares if you want to work
as My servants in My vineyard .... You cannot do anything without Me, hence
My blessing has to rest on your work if it is to be successful, and since you,
who are willing to serve Me for love of Me and your fellow human beings, only
strive for spiritual success you can also always be assured of My blessing and My
support. You will always be guided in a way I consider good and successful for
your own soul as well as for the souls of your fellow human beings. And I will
always direct your thoughts such that they shall move within My will, so that
you will always act in accordance with My will, in other words: you can do what
you want .... it will always comply with My will since due to your dedication
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to Me you have taken refuge in Me and shall always receive My protection. If
you thus encounter worldly difficulties and think that you are no longer able to
work for Me and My kingdom, place your trust in Me anyway because nothing
is impossible for Me, there is nothing you cannot ask of Me, for My might is
unlimited and My love is boundless .... My wisdom, however, knows all pros
and cons and directs everything as is beneficial.

You don’t realise how much I need people who only work for Me and My
kingdom, you don’t know how extremely valuable your work is which concerns
the salvation of erring souls .... Yet I shall not take any of My servants away from
earth until he has completed the task I set him following his decision to work
on earth for Me and My kingdom .... And when his missionary work on earth
is done, he can calmly leave everything else to Me, I will fill every gap because
I know whose love for Me and his fellow human beings is strong enough that
he can take his place. And everything will, in fact, come to you by itself and you
will recognise My hand and My guidance and be very happy, yet only rarely
will I work in an unusual way so that your freedom of will remains unimpeded.
This is why your unconditional dedication to Me is most important and the
only thing I require of you in order to also work in unusual ways and yet always
within natural law, so as not to subject you to compulsion.

Where necessary I will bring My Own together to help each other and to work
together for Me and My kingdom .... I only require your trust in My guidance
and you will distinctly experience it .... Consider that you are still living as
people amongst people and that I cannot so openly testify to My pleasure in
your spiritual endeavours that it would compel your fellow human beings to
believe in miracles .... Yet everything will happen quietly and approach you
in accordance with My will, hence you need not worry but just appeal to Me
every morning for strength and grace for the day ahead .... And truly, you will
receive abundantly, for I Am a good Caretaker Who lovingly looks after all
His servants and gives to them whatever they need for body and soul .... But
like a Father I also always try to draw My child closer to Myself and thus keep
providing you with evidence of My Fatherly love which will also let your love
flare up brightly and you will join Me ever more closely and feel protected in
My Fatherly embrace. Let everything approach you and do not worry, for I look
after you and know what you need in order to serve Me in accordance with My
will ....

Amen
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BD 7647 received 12.07.1960

St. John 21, 25 ....

My Own will receive explanations from Me if they genuinely desire them .... My
plan of eternity certainly conceals many things from people, because unlimited
knowledge is always just a sign of advanced spiritual maturity or, for that matter,
because knowledge increases as soon as love becomes more profound. And I
know and have known for eternity which degree of love people will achieve and
therefore mentioned no more during My life on earth than people were able
to take in, since the understanding of most profound wisdom also depended
on their degree of love. Nevertheless I mentioned many other things which
were not imparted to people .... for there were also kind-hearted people in
My vicinity who were able to absorb and understand deeper knowledge. Yet
I always advocated one teaching, I conveyed the commandments of love ....
I always urged people to live a life of love. And this teaching of love is still
‘My Gospel’ today which ought to be presented to all people of good will.
For the human being’s degree of maturity entirely depends on fulfilling My
commandments of love, and the human being’s degree of realisation in turn
depends on the soul’s degree of maturity. Love guarantees truthful knowledge
which can penetrate all depths. And the human being had also always received
remarkable information the more his nature transformed itself to love and
desired the knowledge .... Yet not many people wanted to know. They were
usually satisfied with the knowledge handed down from person to person and
which could be found in the Book of Books.
But knowledge .... the truth from God .... is inexhaustible, it cannot be limited
because I, as the most perfect Being, know no limitation and thus do not limit a
person’s knowledge either if he strives towards perfection and completely shapes
himself to love. Then he will learn things which are not written in any book, and
he may penetrate divine wisdom ever more and will never cease to be amazed
.... However, it would be foolish to make such knowledge accessible to all people
through books, for it requires a high degree of spiritual maturity to comprehend
it, which too few people on earth posses. But it is possible to achieve, and this
is why people should constantly be referred to My commandments of love, the
fulfilment of which can indeed enhance their soul’s maturity. And although
life on earth is short, it suffices for the attainment of a high state of maturity;
and therefore every human being can depart from earth with a high degree of
realisation providing he readily fulfilled these commandments of love .... for
then I will reveal Myself to him in spirit, and I will place the right thoughts
into his heart or convey to him the truth through the inner Word. And then
he will exceed the knowledge to which he was academically introduced or
which he acquired through intellectual reasoning. But he will also recognise
that the Book of Books contains the truth because then he will read it with
an enlightened spirit, regardless that alterations had occurred through human
intellectual thought which, however, can only be detected and rectified by an
enlightened spirit.
‘He who loves Me and keeps My commandments, to him I will come and
reveal Myself ....’ And I shall truly guide him into truth and give him the right
understanding for it. However, what is not absolutely necessary to know in
earthly life and what was therefore kept hidden shall, in the last days, also be
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disclosed to all those who want to belong to Me and to whom I therefore reveal
My eternal plan of Salvation. For they should become aware of the gravity of this
time, they should know what lies ahead of them, and they should in all kindness
be admonished and warned to consider the end and to prepare themselves for it
.... And this is why knowledge is conveyed to people which they, depending on
their degree of love, will either accept or reject .... They are not forced to accept it
but they should think about it .... they should, because they no longer take any
notice of the Book of Books, nevertheless receive My Word, which only teaches
love again, but which provides people with a deeper insight into My plan of
Salvation because the time of the end has come.

Now I can present knowledge to people which is no longer beneficial to them
only because their faith is weak or has completely vanished, hence this infor-
mation will purely be heeded by those of strong faith, who may therefore also
gain an insight into My eternal plan of Salvation .... So I Am revealing Myself to
them and inform them that what I proclaimed through seers and prophets ever
since the beginning of this period of Salvation is coming to fruition, for sooner
or later this period will come to an end and the future becomes the present. And
anyone with an awakened spirit will also find full concurrence with the Words
of the Scriptures, for whatever comes from Me is always the same and never
contradicts itself. And just as the harvest is the conclusion of a farmer’s efforts,
so I, too, will reap in the end and gather those whose souls have fully matured
on this earth, and they will enter into life in the spiritual kingdom or on the new
earth, as is recognised and determined by My wisdom and love. I will judge the
living and the dead .... I will place everything where it belongs in accordance
with its state of maturity, and this will also mean that many people who failed
in their earthly life and descended into the state of death again will be banished
into hard matter once more, from where they will slowly have to find their way
back into life over an infinitely long period of time. For nothing shall be lost
forever, and one day even the lowest fallen spirit will find the life which it will
then never ever lose again ....

Amen

BD 9030 received 17. - 23.8.1965

A warning not to change the Word of God ....

Yet all of you again and again stumble at the form, as to how My Word out of
the height reaches you... This can be explained very simply, in that I make use
of the marvellous (spiritual) grasp a person has, but must not be confused with
general education, for I rarely find a person who is able to receive dictation of
My Word, because with it comes the ability, thoughts that touch him, to grasp
them lightning fast and to step by step write the dictation down... this however
is not to be confused with the birth of once own thoughts... This could lead to
the erroneous acceptance that it would be once own body of thought, what the
individual received and now seeks to place as being spiritual. The persons mind
at that moment does not work, but he rather hears it internally, what the Spirit
out of God speaks to him .... It never will be incomprehensible for you, what
you receive as My Word, if you read it with the necessary open-mindedness,
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which stipulates an understanding... And an alteration is in this respect not in
place, because you people also change constantly in your form of expression,
therefore one should leave My Word, how it was received. For the content attest
to the divine exit, and after his ability to capture things the receiver hears My
Word, also if a light spirit radiates it to the earth, for this cannot radiate unlike
My Word ....
The dictation comes all the more clearly into being, the more intimate a person
establishes the connection with Me, but he will never be incorrect, for where
a mistake slips in by interference, there the recipient will soon be referred
to, so that he himself can correct it. (Aug.23,1965) For just therein lies the
danger that My Word is very easily exposed to such variations, because men
according to his state of development wants to give it form, which is however
absolutely inappropriate, for I know, how I can address each person in order to
be understood by him. And the sense of My address is always understood, when
only through the Love a certain degree of maturity has been reached, which is
though not to be replaced by else kind of intelligible formulation. And the one
thing you should always consider that in view of the near end My Word to you
people is truly offered in such a manner, that you can without doubt accept it as
truth, because I know, that only the truth alone means rescue for you people and
that I do everything, in order to bring you the truth, however I would always
warn you before hand, to undertake changes for yourself, even when this takes
place with the best intentions...

Amen

Who was Bertha Dudde?

Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter of
a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to receive
pronouncements from God through the ‘Inner Word’ on 15. June 1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts after devout prayer.
Understandably this often gave way to doubt and inner conflicts until I was
convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these exquisitely
gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other words, the love
of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them and introduced me
to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my elementary
school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a dictation in a state
of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am told in shorthand, in
order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy. The procedure does not
take place in a state of compulsion, for example in a state of trance or ecstasy,
but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind. However, I have to want it
to happen and then I can receive these dictations voluntarily; they are neither
bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gifts of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God Himself
to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
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Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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